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Abstract
Measurements of reactions N ! −+N and KN ! KN on
polarized targets at CERN opened a new approach to hadron spec-
troscopy by making accessible the study of resonance production on
the level of production amplitudes. A new scalar meson (750) found
in −p(pol) ! −+n may indicate the existence of a new compo-
nent of hadron structure beyond the standard quark model and QCD.
We propose that amplitude spectroscopy become a leading program at
Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) in search of new resonances and new
physics.
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The vast majority of hadron resonances has been identied through study
of mass distributions of spin-averaged cross-sections. In 1978, Lutz and Rybicki
showed1 that measurements of N ! N and KN ! KN on transversely po-
larized targets yield enough observables that model-independent determination of
all production amplitudes is possible. Measurements at CERN of these reactions
on polarized targets2;3;4 opened a whole new approach to hadron spectroscopy by
making accessible the study of hadron production on the level of spin dependent
amplitudes rather than spin-averaged cross-sections. We refer to this new approach
of detecting and studying hadron resonances as amplitude spectroscopy.
Amplitude spectroscopy opens several prospects for new physics:
(a) Let us call dominant resonances those states which can be experimentally iden-
tied in spin-averaged cross-sections (mass distributions). Historically these
dominant resonances led to standard quark model and to QCD. However, a
new species of subdominant resonances may exist which can be identied only
at the level of spin amplitudes. The existence and properties of subdominant
resonances could reveal new components of hadron structure to which unpo-
larized experiments are totally blind and could lead us beyond the standard
quark model and QCD.
(b) The production of resonances (dominant and subdominant) may depend on
nucleon spin and this dependence will provide important information about
the dynamics of hadron interactions and about the very nature of hadron res-
onances.
(c) Standard QCD predicts new kinds of resonances such as gluonium and hybrid
states. Many of these states may not be observable in the spin-averaged mea-
surements which could explain the limitted success in identifying these states
so far.
The rst example of a subdominant resonance observable only on the level of
spin dependent production amplitudes is the new narrow scalar meson (750).5 Al-
though interpreted as the lowest mass gluonium, we must be open to the possibility
that it represents the rst signal of a new physics beyond standard quark model
and QCD. It may indicate the existence of a new component in hadron structure.
The measurements of K+n ! K+−p on polarized target also suggest the
existence of another subdominant resonance, an I = 1=2 scalar state with mass
890 MeV and a narrow width of about 20 MeV.6 Such new resonance (890) under
K0(892) could also signal new physics beyond standard QCD.
The variety of pion and kaon beams at JHP together with polarized proton and
neutron targets make this facility an ideal laboratory for amplitude spectroscopy.
The existence of (890) can be conrmed in experiments at JHP and properties of
(750) studied in detail. New experiments on polarized targets with meson beams
at JHP should include exotic channels like N ! N and hypercharge exchange
processes like KN ! ,  and many others. The rst objective is the search
for new states on the level of spin-dependent production amplitudes. The next
objective is the study of dependence of resonance production on nucleon spin which
in CERN experiments showed many intriguing features.5
We recall that complete measurements of spin observables in two-body and
quasi two-body reactions enable construction of spin amplitudes. The spin ampli-
tudes show dip structures in their moduli associated with rapid and large changes
of their relative phases. These dip structures resemble absorption resonances and
systematic study of dip structures in two-body and other exclusive processes like
N ! N is a natural extension of hadron spectroscopy into the space-like re-
gion. Study of time-like resonances and space-like dips in spin dependent amplitudes
should bring entirely new insights into the hadron dynamics and structure.
To explore these new frontiers of hadron spectroscopy and hadron dynamics,
new advanced hadron facilities dedicated in large part to measurements with spin
are required. The proposed Japanese Hadron Project could integrate high quality
meson beams with advanced technologies of polarized targets in a single spin facility
to systematically advance the exploration and development of these new frontiers
in hadron physics.
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